
JAX Bridges makes the connections from small- and medium-sized companies to larger 
corporations that provide the game-changing opportunities business owners need to thrive.  
This program, managed out of JAX Chamber’s Entrepreneurial Growth Division, also provides 
targeted entrepreneurial educational support to prepare businesses for every stage of 
development and growth.

Creating Business Connections

“JAX Bridges adapted the 20-by-20 presentation format to help 
entrepreneurs make their pitches powerful and succinct. What used 
to take me 45 minutes to explain now takes me just over 6 minutes. 
It’s revolutionized how I tell the STORY OF MY BUSINESS.”

— Ellen Sullivan, Franchise Owner at Doctors Express

“When I heard about JAX Bridges, I knew it was a perfect fit for our 
company. This program put TOOLS IN MY TOOLBOX that I didn’t 
have before. JAX Bridges has been the most relevant small-business 
program I’ve seen in my 10 years as a Chamber member.”

— Joe Lemire, Chief Innovator of Elyk Innovation 

— Caria Hawkins, CEO of Abundant Harvests

“We never fathomed that our business would be  
noticed so soon. JAX Bridges has given me the  
BUSINESS CONFIDENCE that I lacked before. Now, 
when I stand in a room full of executives, I know I’m prepared.”

— Neal Anderson, President of OnPay Solutions 

“We just closed on a new line of credit with Atlantic 
Coast Bank after the financial training we received 
through the JAX Bridges program. The training  
created a clear path to ACCESS TO CAPITAL.  
It was eye-opening and had immediate results.”



A Bridge to Business

“We are uniquely positioned to connect large corporate leaders 
in our community to small businesses. Ultimately, it impacts our 
community by driving revenue, while creating jobs and opportunity.”

— Dr. Carlton Robinson, Senior Director of the 
Entrepreneurial Growth Division at JAX Chamber

“JAX Bridges provides the opportunity for larger businesses in Jacksonville 
to have a higher comfort level in the product or service these smaller 
businesses would deliver to us.”

—  John Walker, Chief Resource Officer at St. Vincent’s Hospital 

“Small business is the backbone of this community, and we’re 
going to do everything we can to make them successful.” 

— Daniel Davis, CEO and President at JAX Chamber

JAX Bridges Creates Value Connect

JAX Chamber
3 Independent Drive 
Jacksonville, FL 32202
www.jaxbridges.com

To learn more about  
JAX Bridges, contact  
Evone Pina at (904)  
366-6655 or evone.pina 
@myjaxchamber.com.

The program creates an entrepreneurial 
environment for participants through education, 
open innovation and demo days by both  
vendors and suppliers. It combines the benefits 
of a business accelator and an incubator, while 
helping companies build the relationships and 
connections that will help them thrive.

Connect. Grow. Prosper.


